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ABSTRACT 

 
 
Mechanical fatigue testing has shown that MEAs (membrane electrode assemblies) fail at 
lower stresses than PEMs (proton exchange membranes) at comparable times under load.  
The failure of MEAs at lower stresses is influenced by the presence of mud cracks in the 
catalyst layers acting as stress concentrators.  Fatigue testing of MEAs has shown that 
smaller-scale cracking occurs in the membrane within these mud cracks, leading to 
leaking during mechanical fatigue testing and the failure of the membrane.  In addition, 
this testing of MEAs has further established that the cyclic pressurization pattern, which 
affects the viscoelastic behavior of the membranes, has a significant effect on the relative 
lifetime of the MEA.  To investigate this behavior, pressure-loaded blister tests were 
performed at 90 °C to determine the biaxial fatigue strength of Gore-Primea® Series 57 
MEAs.  In these volume-controlled tests, the leak rate was measured as a function of 
fatigue cycles.  Failure was defined as occurring when the leak rate exceeded a specified 
threshold.  Post-mortem characterization FESEM (field emission scanning electron 
microscopy) was conducted to provide visual documentation of leaking failure sites.  To 
elucidate the viscoelastic behavior of the MEA based on these results, testing was 
conducted using a DMA to determine the stress relaxation behavior of the membrane.  
This data was then used in a FEA program (ABAQUS) to determine its effect on the 
mechanical behavior of the MEAs.  A linear damage accumulation model used the 
ABAQUS results to predict lifetimes of the membrane in the MEAs.  The models showed 
that under volume-controlled loading, the stress decays with time and the stress dropped 
towards the edges of the blisters.  The lifetimes of the MEAs varied depending on the 
cycling pattern applied.  This is important for understanding failure mechanisms of 
MEAs under fatigue loading, and will help the fuel cell industry in designing membranes 
that better withstand imposed hygrothermal stresses experienced during typical operating 
conditions. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 Fuel cells are one of the most promising alternative energy conversion devices.  In 

particular, they are widely being investigated as an alternative to the internal combustion 

engine.  While the internal combustion engine is fairly efficient and relatively 

inexpensive to run, it is also a significant source of the greenhouse gas, CO2, and its cost 

to run is mostly determined by the price of gasoline, which is forecast to increase due to 

the rising demand and diminishing reservoirs of crude oil.  Fuel cells using hydrogen as 

the fuel produce nothing but water vapor as the exhaust thus eliminating CO2 production 

as long as the hydrogen is generated through carbon-neutral methods.  Fuels cells operate 

by the production of ions and their subsequent transport which results in an electric 

current which can be utilized to run a device in an external circuit. 

One of the most widely researched fuel cells is the proton exchange membrane 

fuel cell (PEMFC).  The PEMFC operates by splitting hydrogen gas into protons and 

electrons at the anode of the fuel cell.  The protons are subsequently transported across a 

membrane (the proton exchange membrane, or PEM) to the other side of the membrane 

and combine with oxygen gas and free electrons, thus forming water.  The electrons 

travel through an external circuit from the anode to the cathode, providing the energy 

needed to run devices such as automobiles.  A single fuel cell consists of a central, thin 

proton-permeable membrane surrounded by catalyst layers, gas diffusion media and 

bipolar plates.  Many individual cells are stacked together to form an actual fuel cell 

stack.  The number of cells depends on power requirements and the amount of space the 

stacked cells take up.  The fuel cell membrane is one of the most critical elements in the 

fuel cell since it is responsible for the transport of protons and not electrons which are 
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forced into an external circuit.  The catalyst layers are part of the external circuit 

responsible for the transport of electrons from the anode to the cathode.  The catalyst 

layers also contribute to the hydrogen-oxygen reaction (which is the rate-limiting 

reaction).  The combination of the catalyst layers and the proton exchange membrane 

(PEM) is called the membrane electrode assembly (MEA). 

One of the major obstacles to the commercialization of fuel cells is the operation 

lifetime of fuel cells.  A target of at least 5000 hours of lifetime has been set in order for 

fuel cells to be able to compete with the internal combustion engine [1].  Currently many 

of these fuel cells do not yet meet the 5000 hour requirement for commercial use [1].  A 

potentially major factor in the short lifetimes of fuel cell membranes is the creation of 

stress concentrations or localized stresses.  These stress concentrations can result from 

several sources including thinning of the membrane in spots due to areas of greater 

compression within the membrane from the rough surfaces of the gas diffusion layers and 

the channel design of the bipolar plates.  Another potential source for localized stresses is 

the presence of branching cracks called “mud cracks” in the catalyst layers.  These mud 

cracks are present in the as-received MEA due to the manufacturing process.  During 

manufacturing the catalyst layers are hot-pressed onto the membranes and then allowed 

to cool and dry which results in either the shrinking of the catalyst layers or the 

evaporation and loss of chemicals used in the processing of the catalyst materials.  The 

combination of mud cracks with the localized thinning of membranes could lead to 

accelerated stress concentrations and much shorter lifetimes for the membrane.  Thus, the 

purpose of the current research is the investigation of these mud cracks and their effect on 

the mechanical behavior or durability of fuel cell membranes. 
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Background Literature 

 The two main problems associated with the commercialization of fuel cells are 

cost and durability [1].  Both of these issues are interrelated since increasing durability 

often results in rising cots [2].  However, fuel cell commercialization is still valuable due 

to its potential to reduce air pollution, greenhouse gas emissions and economic 

dependence on petroleum [2].  Reducing the United States’ dependence on foreign oil 

would be a boon for the US economy.  Global warming is one of the most troubling 

problems humanity will face in the future and reducing greenhouse gas emissions would 

help in keeping it from going out of control.  Thus, there is significant backing behind the 

commercialization of fuel cell technology. 

One of the main avenues for fuel cell technology utilization is the automobile.  

Currently, the main focus for fuel cells in automotives is the proton exchange membrane 

fuel cell, or PEMFC [2].  The proton exchange membrane (PEM) was introduced by GE 

between 1959 and 1964 [3].  Nafion, a particular type of PEM used as the standard fuel 

cell membrane in vehicles to which many other membranes are compared, was 

introduced by DuPont in 1966 [3-5].  Nafion belongs to the polyperfluorosulfonic acid 

group of PEMs [5].  The other main groups of membranes are PEMs containing styrene 

and derivatives, poly(arylene ether)s, PEMs based on poly(imide)s, high performance 

polymeric backbones for use in PEMs, polyphosphazene PEMs and other proton 

conducting moieties, alternative to sulfonation [5].  Specific fuel cell membranes being 

researched include BPSH, poly(arylene ether sulfone), PATS, poly(arylene thioether 

sulfone), and sPI, sulfonated polyimide [4, 6, 7].  The chemical structures of these fuel 

cell membranes are shown in Fig. 1 [4].  BPSH is a particular interesting material since it 
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could be used at high temperatures (> 100 °C) and can be synthesized in a multiblock 

copolymer form which allows one to control its morphology and subsequently its 

performance [6, 7].  Gore-Select is a reinforced Nafion membrane introduced by W. L 

Gore & Associates in 1999 [3, 8].  The reinforcement layer in Gore-Select has been 

shown to help with durability [3, 9].  These alternative PEM materials could provide 

advantages in system performance, cost and operational flexibility [4]. 

 
Figure 1: Chemical structures of common fuel cell membranes.  Reprinted with 

permission from [4].  Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. 
 

Critical features for polymer electrolytes in fuel cells are high proton 

conductivity, low permeability to reactants, low electronic conductivity, chemical 

stability and good mechanical properties [4].  These critical features along with water 

transport are strongly dependent on polymer chemistry and structure [4].  The four key 

tunable parameters of fuel cell membranes are the backbone, acid group, ion exchange 

capacity and processing or history characteristics [4].  The backbone affects the stability 

and hydrophobic characteristics of the membrane [4].  The acid groups affect the water 

transport properties and hydrophilic characteristics of the membrane [4].  The ion 
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exchange capacity, influenced by the acid groups and phase segregation between the 

backbone and acid groups, influences the performance of the membrane [4].  The 

processing / history of the membrane have a great influence on the performance and 

lifetimes of the membranes [4, 10].  Modifying these characteristics through altering the 

chemical structure of the fuel cell membranes can result in the ideal fuel cell membrane 

for high performance fuel cells. 

In order to achieve commercial success in the automotive sector, a PEMFC must 

be able to compete with the internal combustion engine.  The current status of PEMFC is 

an operating temperature of ≤ 80 °C, cyclical durability at this temperature of about 2000 

hours, H2 / O2 crossover of 5 mA / cm2, cost of $25 / m2 and unassisted start from -20 °C 

[1].  These statistics are not yet competitive with the current version of the internal 

combustion engine.  Therefore, the department of energy, or DOE, has come up with 

targeted goals for the PEMFC by 2010 and 2015.  The targeted goals for 2010 / 2015 are 

shown in Table 1 [1].  These statistics are far more competitive with the internal 

combustion engine and can bring about the commercialization of PEMFC. 
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Table 1: DOE targeted goals for fuel cell membranes [1]. 
DOE technical targets for membranes        

Characteristic    Units         2005 status    2010 target     2015 target 

Operating temperature    °C              ≤ 80           ≤ 120         ≤ 120 
Inlet water vapor partial pressure   kPa                50           ≤ 1.5         ≤ 1.5 
Membrane conductivity at inlet water vapor partial pressure      
   Operating temperature  S cm-1               0.10            0.10          0.10 
   Room temperature   S cm-1               0.07            0.07               0.07 
   -20 °C    S cm-1               0.01            0.01               0.01 
Oxygen crossovera            mA cm-2     5   2            2  
Hydrogen crossovera            mA cm-2     5   2            2  
Area specific resistance  Ω cm2               0.03            0.02          0.02 
Costb      $ m-2                25c  20           20  
Durability with cycling          
   At operating temperature ≤ 80 °C     h            ~2000d           5000e         5000e 
   At operating temperature > 80 °C     h        Not availablef     2000         5000e 
Unassisted start from      °C               -20            -40          -40  
Thermal cyclability in presence of condensed water   Yes            Yes          Yes  
   a Tested in MEA at 1 atm O2 or H2 at nominal stack operating temperature.    
   b Based on 2002 dollars and costs projected to high volume production (500,000 stack per year).  
   c Based on 2005 TIAX study and will be periodically updated.      
   d Steady state single cell durability is 25,000 h.        
   e Based on appropriate test protocol (to be developed).       
   f High temperature membranes are still in a development stage and durability data is not available. 

 
The higher operating temperature resulting from the DOE targeted goals allows 

for a reduction in radiator size up to a 1/3 of the original size [1, 11].  The higher 

operating temperature also allows for less heat loss which eliminates need for complex 

humidification systems [1, 11].  Furthermore, low temperature fuel cells have several 

issues including low fuel impurity intolerance, high heat rejection, poor electrochemical 

kinetics, bad water management and require platinum containing catalysts [7, 12].  The 

uniform distribution of water is also important in fuel cell operation and directly 

correlates with the relative humidity which is dependent on temperature [3].  Platinum is 

expensive and the opportunity to use other materials could reduce costs.  However, 

higher temperatures also result in the loss of mechanical durability and dimensional 

stability due to glass transition temperatures, Tg, of 80 to 120 °C [12, 13].  Tensile 
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strength, compression strength and puncture resistance all decrease at higher temperature 

[3].  Also, chemical degradation reactions accelerate at higher temperatures [3].  Higher 

temperatures also lead to platinum dissolution and migration under electrode potential 

cycling [11].  High pressure is needed to maintain hydration at high temperatures as well 

[7].  Electrode potential cycling is prevalent for fuel cells operating in a driving cycle.  

Platinum degradation and migration result in performance losses and degradation within 

the membrane including carbon corrosion and chemical attack [11, 14].  Hydrogen 

crossover is a major factor in mechanical durability and can accelerate at higher 

temperatures [3].  The formation of pinholes due to membrane degradation can result in 

large fuel crossovers [15, 16].  An image of a pinhole is shown in Fig. 2 [15].  Thus, 

durability issues in fuel cell membranes must be addressed especially at higher 

temperatures. 

 
Figure 2: Image of pinhole in membrane.  Reprinted with permission from [15].  

Copyright 2008, The Electrochemical Society. 
 

Proton exchange membranes, PEM, are subjected to cyclical hygro-thermal 

stresses during operation [9, 17, 18].  These hygro-thermal stresses result in the swelling 

and shrinking of the membrane during operation and cause performance drops as well as 

 

100 µµµµm 
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degradation of the membrane [1, 8, 19].  The hygro-thermal stresses are the result of 

variations in temperature and humidity during operation that causes cyclic stresses and 

strains in the membrane [18, 20].  Mechanical failures resulting from hygro-thermal 

stresses include through-the-thickness flaws or pinholes and delamination between the 

membrane and the gas diffusion layers, GDL [17, 18].  Finite element modeling assuming 

some basic material responses has been used to model the effect of hygro-thermal 

stresses on the fuel cell membrane [17, 18].  From this modeling it has been found that 

hygro-thermal stresses create significant in-plane stresses within the membrane that lead 

to residual tensile stresses and eventually damage the membrane [17, 18].  Contour plots 

of the hygro-thermal stresses are shown in Fig. 3 [17].  These hygro-thermal stresses can 

create areas of high in-plane tensile residual stress in localized sections of the membrane 

[17, 18].  Since the purpose of the membrane is to split H2 into electrons and protons and 

the subsequent transportation of protons, increases in conductivity must be achieved 

while minimizing water uptake and subsequent swelling [1].  This swelling, along with 

the subsequent shrinking, leads to the hygro-thermal stresses that can cause membrane 

failure. 
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Figure 3: Contour plots of stresses in membrane from finite element modeling.  Reprinted 

with permission from [17].  Copyright Elsevier Ltd. 
 

PEMFC have degradation liabilities resulting from catalysts and support materials 

due to the decrease in electrochemically active surface areas, bipolar plates due to 

corrosion and membranes due to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) attack [12, 21, 22].  The 

microstructure of the catalyst layers can change due to chemical degradation or 

mechanical failure under cycling [21, 22].  However the mechanisms of the 

microstructure changes in catalyst layers is not fully understood since mechanical 

damage can appear as flaws or mud-cracks, delamination between the carbon-catalysts 

agglomerate and the electrolyte, or corrosion of the carbon [21, 22].  It is certain, 

however, that cycling from hygro-thermal stresses resulting from the operating conditions 

of fuel cells in vehicles results in mechanical damage or degradation [21, 22].  One of the 

problems with fuel cells is that catastrophic failure in one cell can lead to the failure of 

the entire stack [20].  Membrane degradation tends to manifest itself as gradual 
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unrecoverable performance decay followed by sudden failure [2, 20].  Thus, the ability of 

the membrane to resist mechanical breach in the form of pinholes or tears is often the 

limiting factor in durability [20].  This membrane failure is believed to be the result of 

combined chemical and mechanical effects [8, 19, 20]. 

Extensive research has been conducted to elucidate the chemical pathways for 

membrane decomposition [20].  Electrocatalyst sintering degrades MEA due to thermal 

induced coalescence and growth following surface migration over carbon support 

material, and ‘Ostwald ripening’ which follows dissolution redeposition mechanisms 

[23].   Platinum particle agglomeration triggered by corrosion of carbon support also 

degrades MEAs [23].  Electrocatalyst poisoning, surface segregation and morphology 

changes due to the presence of strong chemisorption by species such as carbon monoxide, 

sulfur compounds, products of methanol oxidation, etc will degrade the MEA [23].  

Degradation of the MEA is also a result of self segregation of elements in mixed metal 

oxides or alloys brought on by potential excursion, etc [23].  Degradation of ion 

conducting components, including the membrane and smaller aggregates present 

alongside the electrocatalyst in the reaction layer, due to the free radical species 

generated at the interface is also a factor [23].  All of these events are strong functions of 

operating conditions [23].  Hydrogen peroxide, H2O2, lead free radical attack and 

subsequent membrane degradation are of importance due to the potential of rapid 

irreversible damage [23-25].  H2O2 forms by the oxygen reduction reaction in the 

intermediate step at the cathode or by the crossover of oxygen from the cathode to the 

anode [23, 24].  Membrane degradation is initiated by Fenton type metal cation catalyzed 

decomposition of H2O2 [23, 24].  H2O2 damage results in the loss of repeating units and 
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the release of fluoride ions [23-25].  Bubbles form in the membrane after the free radical 

attack [24].  Fenton’s test is the standard used to examine peroxide attack but does not 

accurately simulate the fuel cell operating environment [23].  Standard tests also result in 

non-uniform degradation due to differences in current density [25].  The best method for 

testing chemical degradation is the long-term test but this is expensive and impractical 

due to extensive time requirements [23].  Chemical degradation and mechanical fatigue 

have been shown to interact with one another [19].  This involves hydration that induces 

mechanical degradation and high potentials that accelerates chemical degradation and the 

presence of liquid water that enhances both [19]. 

On the other hand, there is a lack of systematic study and understanding of 

mechanical degradation as a result of chemical attack and relative humidity, RH, cycling 

[20].  It also has been shown that both chemical aging and RH cycling conditions can be 

realized at local regions of the PEM stack [19, 20].  While, fluoride ion emission rate 

(FER) and H2 cross flux are typically used to examine degradation in membranes, they 

are not very indicative of the actual degradation a membrane experiences during 

operation [20, 26].  Voltage decay rate is a critical measure of the performance, and thus 

durability, of the membrane but, it does not indicate what is actually happening to the 

membrane itself during operation [20, 26].  Relative humidity has been shown to greatly 

affect yield stress and Young’s modulus but, it has little effect on strain to failure [20].  

Strain-to-failure is more indicative of the actual degradation of a fuel cell membrane 

during operation due to its sensitivity to localized degradation, chemical degradation and 

RH cycling [20].  RH cycling affects this strain to failure to a large extent [20].  Chemical 

attack on the membrane has a huge effect on strain to failure as well [20].  Membranes in 
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fuel cells need to be durable enough to withstand mechanical damage and as well as 

chemical degradation [27]. 

Recently, this durability issue has attracted more extensive attention [9, 28, 29].  

Long term aging studies have been conducted to investigate the effects of operating 

conditions [2, 26].  Studies have shown that degradation is primarily due to the decay of 

MEA [28].  The early failures of membrane have been shown to be primarily structural 

failures [28].  This suggests that mechanical degradation, either by chemical or 

mechanical means, is the dominant mode of failure.  Any type of discontinuity in the 

membrane reduces the performance and lifetime of a fuel cell [27].  Thus the membrane 

itself is a major source of failure [27]. 

The degradation mechanisms of fuel cell membranes are not clearly understood at 

this time [28].  What has been shown is that the fatigue strength of Nafion NR111 is 1/10 

that of its tensile strength [28].  This highlights the effect of RH cycling on the 

mechanical durability of the membrane.  RH cycling at constant temperature can be used 

to simulate the mechanical loading experienced by membranes during operation [27].  

The cyclical stresses and strains from varying temperature and humidity also result in an 

increase in H2 crossover over time [28].  Voltage also decays over time during cycling 

[26].  The mechanical fatigue of MEA has been shown to cause mechanical degradation 

of the membrane as well [9, 29].  Hydration, and to a lesser extent temperature, acts as 

the driving force for mechanical breach [27, 29].  Young’s modulus, proportional limit 

stress and swelling due to water uptake influence the mechanical response of fuel cell 

membranes [9].  These factors are strongly dependent on environmental conditions such 

as temperature, humidity and water content [9].   The proportional limit stress is the 
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intersection of the tangent lines of the elastic and strain hardening slopes which are 

characteristics in PEM stress-strain curves [9].  The Young’s modulus and proportional 

limit stress decrease greatly with increasing temperature while, the dimensional change 

increases significantly with rising temperatures [9].  In-plane tensile residual stresses 

contribute to mechanical failures as well [27].  All these factors can severely reduce 

operation lifetimes in PEMFC. 

Systematic studies on both ex situ and in situ degradation modes have not been 

fully explored [30].  Failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) is required to explore 

membrane durability [30].  Under this analysis, the causes explored include material 

properties, defects and fuel cell assembly; the failure modes to examine are thermal, 

chemical and mechanical; and the effects are fuel cell stability, power and lifetime [30].  

There are several types of morphological anomalies which have a variety of effects.  

Cracks on the catalyst surface can lead to defect propagation to pinholes, increased 

resistance within catalyst layers, flooded areas, areas susceptible to catalyst erosion and 

areas with higher radical concentrations [15, 30].  Orientations and roughness of the 

membrane results in variable contact resistance, mechanical stress variations and less 

control over morphology [30].  Delamination between the catalyst layers and the bare 

membrane can result in the development of flooded areas, increased resistance in MEA, 

development of pinhole areas, loss of apparent catalytic activity and the development of 

areas susceptible to erosion [15, 30].  MEA delaminations have been observed at the 

anode and cathode interfaces of fuel cells [16].  Electro-catalyst surface area losses are 

due to platinum particle growth [11, 14].  Higher temperatures increase particle sizes 

during cycling [11, 14].  The presence of catalyst clusters reduces activity over the entire 
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active area and increases point activity [30].  Finally, variations in the thickness of the 

membrane may result in variable resistance throughout MEAs, areas susceptible to 

pinhole formation and mechanical weakness [30].  In Fig. 4, an image of a crack in the 

catalyst layer is visible [30].  An example of delamination in MEAs is shown in Fig. 5 

[30].  Any of the previous defects can result in the failure of fuel cell membranes.  

However, while these PEMFC failure modes are receiving attention, less attention has 

been given to the causes and mechanisms of fuel cell degradation [2]. 

 
Figure 4: Image of a crack in the catalyst layer.  Reprinted with permission from [30].  

Copyright Elsevier Ltd. 
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Figure 5: Image of delamination in MEA.  Reprinted with permission from [30].  

Copyright Elsevier Ltd. 
 

The lack of investigation into the causes and mechanisms of fuel cell degradation 

can be attributed to a variety of reasons.  One of the reasons is that there has been more 

focus on issues such as the initial operating requirements and PEMFC failure modes early 

in the development of fuel cells [2].  It has also been suggested that there was an 

underestimation of the severity of lifetime problems [2].  The membranes used in fuel 

cells ideally would be able to perform over the full range of the system operating 

temperatures with less than 5% performance loss at the end of life [2].  Several factors go 

into the durability of fuel cell membranes including impurities, subfreezing temperatures, 

load cycling from electrical potentials in fuel cells, fuel starvation and start / stop cycling 

[2].  The last factor, start / stop cycling, turns out to be very critical.  This factor has been 

examined using in situ testing of the lifetimes and accelerated lifetimes of membranes 

[2].  This start / stop cycling behavior results in physical degradation including membrane 

creep, micro-crack fracture and structural / morphological changes [2].  The chemical 
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degradation further exasperates the damaging of the membranes [2].  Other issues include 

the electro-catalyst layers’ stability and transportation issues with gas diffusion layers [2].  

However these factors pale in consideration of chemical degradation and in mechanical 

degradation, which can exasperate the chemical attacks on the membrane. 

There are several avenues that can be pursued in order to improve membrane 

durability.  Suitable heat treatment of catalyst layers can suppress degradation [16].  

Delamination can be suppressed by optimizing the MEA preparation conditions [16].  

Long hot pressing durations result in significantly better durability but this does not result 

in any significantly improved performance [16].  Edge protection films have been 

incorporated into MEA systems to improve durability [8].  The resulting reinforced MEA 

samples had longer lifetimes as well as equally as good performance when compared to 

unreinforced MEA samples [8].  A graph comparing the lifetimes of MEA and edged 

protected MEA is shown in Fig. 6 [8].  MEA samples have also been reinforced by 

incorporating a tougher layer in-between the bare membrane layers such as in Gore-

Select’s reinforced Nafion membrane [3, 8].  However, a greater understanding of how 

membranes fail is needed to truly improve durability. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of lifetimes of various MEA samples.  Reprinted with permission 

from [8].  Copyright 2008, The Electrochemical Society. 
 

Crack initiation mechanisms in polymers are not completely understood [27].  

Fatigue crack growth rate is governed by the stress amplitude and the stress level [27]. 

Stress gradients can develop from membrane bending due to delamination [27].  

Investigating the cracking behavior in membranes will help in the isolation of issues in 

membrane durability.  The principal issues governing coating fracture include 

constitutive relations for coating material, stress transfer form substrate to coating and 

disorder of coating and interface properties [31].  Strength irregularities greatly influence 

crack patterns [31].  These crack networks are influenced by the stress state in coatings 

and the anisotropy of coating and substrate mechanical properties [31].  The properties of 

coatings and interfaces are greatly dependent on the strength and toughness of the coating 

and the adhesive strength and toughness of the coating-substrate interface [32].  Common 

tests of these properties are peel tests, scratch tests, indentation tests and tension or 

fragmentation tests [32].  The crack density plateau or saturation level is a measure of 
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adhesion between the coating and the substrate [32].  This shows how the adhesive 

properties of MEAs can be quite critical.  A number of approaches may be used for the 

modeling of cracks including linear-elastic, shear-lag, fracture mechanics, stress based 

ideas, elastic or elastic-ideal plastic behavior, cohesive zones and finite element 

techniques [13, 32]. 

Another method that can be used to address membrane durability is the imaging 

of membranes through microscopy.  Microscopy provides information on the origin(s) of 

failure, crack propagation direction, location of arrest lines, the identification of different 

regions and an overview of the fracture surface [33].  Thus microscopy complements the 

examination of cracks in determining failure behavior.  SEM, scanning electron 

microscopy, provides large depth of field and high resolution [33, 34].  However, 

observations of fracture surfaces are not always sufficient [33].  They can determine the 

location and type of defect, but not necessarily the time at which the membrane failed or 

which specific defect(s) led to this failure. 

Polymers can fail at relatively low stress levels due to long-term stresses (creep 

rupture), cyclic stress (fatigue), presence of structural flaws and stress-cracking agents 

(environmental stress cracking, ESC) [34].  Polymers such as PEMs are notch sensitive, 

temperature sensitive, susceptible to chemical degradation and ESC factors such as 

exposure to chemicals and temperature over time [34].  Adhesion issues within the MEA 

can also be an issue.  Mechanical adhesion, physical adhesion and chemical adhesion 

must be examined to determine the strength of the interface between the catalyst layers 

and the bare membrane [34].  Other issues that can present problems include voids, 

blisters and surface defects [15].  Thus, more insight needs to be gained on the causes and 
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mechanisms of mechanical degradation within the membrane along with the examination 

of cracks and surface defects.  Mechanical testing can be used to analyze failure and 

characterize material behavior such as fracture resistance [35]. 

Focus of Research 

The testing procedure that will be used to examine the mechanical degradation 

and corresponding defects in fuel cell membranes will proceed as follows.  Biaxial 

mechanical testing of the membranes; imaging of membranes before and after testing; 

detection of leaking after testing; determining the effect of environmental conditions, 

specifically temperature, on membranes; and characterizing defects present within the 

catalyst layers will provide the necessary details needed to examine the durability issues.  

A mechanical fixture will be used to mimic the stresses a membrane experiences from the 

swelling and shrinking encountered during the operation of an actual fuel cell [36-45].  

The mechanical fixture creates biaxial mechanical stresses in a cyclical manner through 

pressurization of the membrane in a blister like fashion [36-39, 42, 44, 45].  Imaging of 

the membrane before and after testing will help describe the damage and failures 

developed during the mechanical testing of the membrane.  Leaking of the membrane is 

the most critical failure criteria since any defect in the membrane will result in significant 

performance loss and accelerate the failure of the fuel cell membrane.  A bubble point 

testing fixture will be used to detect any leaking of the membrane after testing and 

indentify areas of interest to image.  Temperature has a large effect on membrane 

behavior and durability and will need to be examined carefully.  The characteristics of 

defects, as well as how they form, grow and / or travel, need to be determined in order to 

analyze their effect on membrane degradation. 
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A potential key issue in the mechanical degradation of membranes, and the focus 

of this research, is the occurrence of stress concentrations or localized stresses.  These 

tests will help determine the location of stress concentrations, how stress concentrations 

are formed and how stress concentrations lead to failure or weakening of the membranes.  

Once the localization of stresses has been identified and characterized, models can be 

developed that predict the lifetime of fuel cell membranes under various conditions and 

circumstances.  This information will help determine which membranes will prove to be 

the most durable and best performing materials for use in commercial fuel cells. 
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Chapter 2: Volume-Controlled Blister Fixture Testing 

Abstract 

 Long-term durability of the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) in proton 

exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells is one of the major technological barriers to the 

commercialization of fuel cell vehicles.  The cracks in the electrode layers of the MEA, 

referred to as mud cracks, are potential contributors to the failure in the PEM.  To 

investigate how these mud cracks affect the mechanical durability of the MEA, pressure-

loaded blister tests are performed at 90°C to determine the biaxial fatigue strength of 

Gore-Primea® Series 57 MEA.  In these volume-controlled tests, leaking rate is 

determined as a function of fatigue cycles.  Failure is defined to occur when the leaking 

rate exceeds a specified threshold.  Post-mortem characterization using bubble point 

testing and FESEM (field emission scanning electron microscopy) was conducted to 

provide visual documentation of leaking failure sites.  Analysis of the experimental leak 

test data indicates that the MEA has much shorter lifetimes at same nominal stress levels 

than membrane samples without the electrode layers.  FESEM photomicrographs of 

leaking locations identified via the bubble point testing show cracks in the membrane that 

are concentrated within the mud cracks of the electrode layer.  These two pieces of 

information indicate that the mud cracks within the electrode layers contribute to the 

leaking failures of the MEA assembly.  For the fuel cell industry, this study suggests 

there is an opportunity to reduce the likelihood of membrane pinhole failures by reducing 

the size and occurrence of the mud cracks formed during the MEA processing or by 

increasing the fatigue resistance (including the notch sensitivity) of the membrane 

material within the MEA.
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Keywords: Fuel cells, membranes, mechanical behavior, fatigue lifetimes, failure, blister 

test, proton exchange membranes, polymer electrolyte membrane, PEM, membrane 

electrode assembly, MEA, catalyst layer, electrode cracks 

Introduction 

 In order to analyze the durability of membranes, a volume controlled blister 

fixture was used to mechanically fatigue MEA and PEM samples.  The volume controlled 

blister fixture (described in the next section) allows for the pressurization of membranes 

in a blister configuration.  This blister configuration, under cyclical pressurization, 

mechanically simulates the shrinking and swelling behavior of fuel cell membranes 

during operation in a motor vehicle.  The volume controlled blister fixture allows for the 

control of the loading profile in terms of amount of time under load, magnitude of the 

load and the number of cycles of loading and unloading.  The volume controlled blister 

fixture is placed in an oven in order to control temperature.  The data resulting from the 

volume controlled blister fixture is reduced to determine MEA and PEM lifetimes.  To 

achieve more precise lifetimes, a leaking model was developed to further reduce the data 

from the volume controlled blister fixture.  This provided more accurate information of 

when leaking occurs.  After the testing, bubble point testing and FESEM imaging was 

conducted to examine the leaking sites to gain a better understanding of the behavior of 

MEAs during mechanical fatigue. 

Experimental Procedure 

Mechanical fatigue apparatus 

A volume-controlled blister fixture was used to examine biaxial fatigue of the 

MEA.  This fatigue fixture consists of a stainless steel block with ten evenly spaced 19 
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mm diameter cylindrical chambers, each with inlet and outlet valves.  Only eight of the 

chambers were used for testing.  Teflon backing material is placed between the MEA or 

PEM and the top of the steel block for sealing purposes.  Teflon gaskets are placed within 

the top steel plate on top of the MEA or PEM for further sealing.  The Teflon backing 

and gaskets also prevent rubbing and wear between the membranes and the steel 

apparatus.  Each chamber is pressurized by a charged volume of air, and spring loaded 

pistons are used to control the volume changes that the membrane blisters over each 

chamber experience.  The springs limit the travel of the pistons and washers are added to 

limit the distance the pistons travel even further.  Each set of chambers represents one 

particular pressure level.  The fixture is placed in an oven at a controlled temperature and 

nominal humidity of 3% RH (uncontrolled).  The chamber pressure is then cycled to 

subject samples to cyclic stresses.  Periodically; the 4-200 s, the 4-20 s and the 4-4 s 

cycled samples (described at the end of this section) are subjected to pressure drop 

measurements which are used to calculate leaking rates.  In these tests, the chambers are 

pressurized to a fixed volume, and subsequent pressure decay is measured over a period 

of 20 seconds followed by 20 seconds of recovery.  Additional details on the blister 

fatigue testing are available in references [36-39, 42, 44, 45].  Two diagrams of the blister 

fixture are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. 
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Figure 7: Cross section of mechanical fatigue apparatus. 
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Figure 8: View of plate and block of mechanical fatigue apparatus. 

 
MEA samples for the present blister testing came from Gore-Primea® Series 57 

MEA sheets.  The Gore MEA sheets are commercially available.  Each fatigue test of the 

MEA was conducted at 90 °C using pressurized-unpressurized cycling of 200-4 s, 20-4 s, 

4-4 s, 20-20 s, 100-100 s, 4-20 s and 4-200 s.  In our notation, 20-4 s cycling refers to 

samples that were pressurized for 20 seconds, followed by 4 seconds unpressurized.  In 

this way, we are able to examine the effects of duty cycle on the leaking behavior of the 

MEA. 

Leak site detection apparatus 

To determine the location of leaking sites, bubble point testing was also 

conducted.  In these tests, the tested MEA samples are removed from the fatigue testing 

block and are sealed in a fixture where each blister is submerged under water and air is 

used to pressurize each individual membrane blister from underneath.  The bottom block 
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contains side air inlet valves that continue through channels in the block and up into eight 

exit holes on the top of the bottom block underneath each blister of the MEA samples. 

The top block contains eight 25 mm holes through its thickness.  Screws surrounding 

each hole are used to secure each section tightly together.  Leaking sites are visualized by 

the formation of air bubbles on the blisters as the air passes through damaged sites in the 

membrane.  This is a simple and convenient way to determine the location of leaking 

sites within a blister.  A diagram of the bubble point testing apparatus is shown in Fig. 9. 

 
Figure 9: Diagram of bubble point testing apparatus. 

 
Imaging apparatus 

A LEO (Zeiss) 1550 Schottky field emission SEM (FESEM) was used to image 

tested MEA samples in order to examine failure sites.  Both untested and tested samples 

were examined for comparison purposes.  The bubble point testing results were used to 

determine which areas of the sample blisters are to be examined in the FESEM. 
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Volume-Controlled Blister Fixture Data 

Typical data obtained from the blister mechanical testing fixture are shown in Fig. 

10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.  These data consist of the maximum and minimum pressures 

during a volume-controlled pressurization cycle versus the time at the beginning of the 

pressurization period.  The pressures displayed in the legend refer to the nominal 

maximum pressure at the beginning of each test and to the nominal minimum pressures at 

the end of each test.  A simple example of this is shown in Fig. 10 including a highlight 

of the region when the onset of leaking occurs.  In this figure, the largest maximum 

pressure was 15.05 kPa with the maximum and minimum pressures for each subsequent 

cycle shown by separate curves.  During the course of the fatigue test, the maximum and 

minimum pressures during a cycle decreased as a result of the viscoelastic response in the 

MEA.  However, because these values are nearly identical for times less than 

approximately 18,000 seconds, we do not believe that leaking has begun to occur yet.  

(This is verified by subsequent analysis.)  After this point, we note substantial differences 

in the maximum and minimum pressures, attributable to leaking that occurs.  Naturally, 

this response is a function of the volume introduced into each blister, which in turn 

affects the initial pressure value.  Figure 11 and Fig. 12 show the general trends of MEA 

samples at various nominal maximum pressures.  The steady reduction in minimum 

pressure indicates that leaking is occurring whereas the ability to maintain respectable 

maximum pressures indicates that the scale of the leak is quite small, indicating that the 

membrane has not undergone catastrophic rupture.  Again, the ability to induce and 

detect leaks rather than physical separation is believed to link this test to fuel cell failure 

modes.  For the 20-4 s cycling, the MEA is pressurized for 20 s and then recovers for 4 s 
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before the next cycle begins, while for the 4-20 s cycling, the MEA is pressurized for 4 s 

and then recovers for 20 s before the next cycle begins.  For tests such as the 4-20 s 

cycling, a separate leaking test corresponding to 20 s pressurized followed by 20 s 

recovery is conducted every 100 cycles to better analyze the amount of leaking over time 

due to the short pressurization periods of the main test.  Figure 10 and Fig. 11 show more 

scatter due to the fact that all pressure cycles are plotted.  Figure 12 shows less scatter 

due to the fact that only the leak test cycles ever 100 cycles are shown.  These pressure 

measurement graphs provide an indication of the onset of leaking, but do not, by 

themselves, provide a quantitative estimate of the amount of leaking that is occurring to 

enable a precise definition of failure.  For this, an analytical method for modeling the 

leaking is needed.

 
Figure 10: Gore MEA at 90 °C under 20-4 s cycling in the blister fixture. 
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Figure 11: Results from four Gore MEA samples tested at 90 °C under 20-4 s cycling in 

the blister fixture. 
 

 
Figure 12: Results from four Gore MEA samples tested at 90 °C under 4-20 s cycling in 

the blister fixture.
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A model of leaking rate 

In our simple leaking rate model, we begin by considering the mass inside the 

blister chamber at any instant in time.  This mass is given by 

        ( ) ( )m t t Vρ=    (1) 

where m(t) is the mass inside the blister, ρ(t) is the density of the air inside the blister, 

and V is the volume of the blister plus the piston chamber.  Calculations estimate that the 

volume in the chamber is 7.24 cm3 while the volume in the blister is 0.125 cm3 for a 

pressure of 14 kPa and 0.105 cm3 for a pressure of 10 kPa.  Thus, the blister volume is 

negligible compared to that of the chamber volume.  If we differentiate equation (1) with 

respect to time and assume that the total volume is nearly constant, we find that the 

change in mass inside the blister is given by 
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where the subscripts STP refer to standard temperature and pressure. (In such an 

approach, we assume that changes in total volume, blister plus chamber, due to changes 

in pressure are insignificant.) 

We next relate the volumetric flow rate, Q, to the pressure gradient across the 

membrane on the basis of Darcy’s law (assuming quasi-steady flow).  In such a case, the 

volumetric flow rate across the membrane is given by 

( )oven
p pA

Q
h

κ

µ

−
= −                 (3) 

where κ is the permeability, A is the cross-sectional area of the membrane, µ  is the 

viscosity of the air, p is the pressure inside the blister, poven is the atmospheric pressure of 
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the oven into which leaking occurs, and h is the thickness of the membrane.  The mass 

flux rate out of the blister is then calculated as 

( ) ( )
2

oven ovenSTP STP
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+ −
≈ −
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where the density is approximated as the average density inside the blister and inside the 

oven. 

If we equate the two expressions for the rate of change of mass inside the blister 

(equations (2) and (4)), we find that 
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Equation (5) is integrated subject to the initial condition ( ) 00p p=  to obtain 
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or in its linearized form 
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For a particular test run at constant temperature, the coefficient of t in equation (7) 

is the slope in the linear regression and depends only on the permeability, κ.  In our 

subsequent discussions, we define this term as 1/τ, so that 

1 oven
Ap

hV

κ

τ µ
=                    (8) 

Here, 1/τ represents the leak rate and τ can be thought of as a characteristic time in the 

leaking process.  This provides a more robust measure of the leaking rate compared to 
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simply measuring it from a selected portion of the pressure drop values obtained by 

testing.  In addition, the quality of fit of the model provides an indication of whether or 

not leaking is occurring.  If the model does not fit well, then it is likely that changes in 

pressure are due to membrane viscoelasticity, or other factors, rather than leaking. 

A consistency check is shown in Fig. 13.  In this consistency check the leaking 

model term is used to back-calculate the pressures (leaking model curve) in the blister 

during the cycle where 1/τ was calculated.  This back-calculated pressure is then 

compared to the actual pressures in the blister recorded during testing (data curve).  It can 

be seen from Fig. 13 that the leaking model pressures agree very well with the actual 

pressures in the blister during testing showing consistency.

 
Figure 13: Leaking rate model consistency check plot.

 
Data Analysis 

The calculated values for 1/τ for Gore MEA samples tested at 90 °C under 20-4 s 

cycling and 4-20 s cycling, respectively, are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.  It can been 

seen that analyzing leaking and defining failure due to leaking is easier by looking at Fig. 
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14 and Fig. 15 than it is by analyzing Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.  For comparison purposes, we 

define failure as 1/τ = 0.05 s-1, or a characteristic time of 20 s, which corresponds to the 

pressurization and recovery times of a leaking rate test.  The pressure drop during the 20 

s of pressurization should be significant if the sample is to fail.  If we compare the times 

where the leaking rate slopes rise exponentially in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 to the point where 

the pressure begins to drop in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, you will see that they occur at the same 

time for each sample in both cases.  The severity of the slopes in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 

correspond well to the degree of pressure drop in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 as well.  Using both 

the pressure versus time and the leaking rate over time graphs, comparisons can be made 

between MEA and PEM samples and between MEA samples under different duty cycle 

ratios.

 
Figure 14: The reciprocal relaxation time results for the 20-4 s cycling data of Fig. 11. 
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Figure 15: The reciprocal relaxation time results for the 4-20 s cycling data of Fig. 12.

 
Gore PEM versus Gore MEA 

Shown in Fig. 16 and in Fig. 17, the nominal maximum stress encountered in 

PEM and MEA samples are plotted versus total time and versus number of cycles, 

respectively.  The nominal pressure and nominal stress are related by Hencky’s solution: 

3
2

22
0

4 h

aEpB
r == θσσ  

where B0 is a constant that equals 1.724 for a Poisson’s ratio of 0.4, E is the elastic 

modulus (46.5 MPa for Gore MEA and 24.6 MPa for Gore PEM at 90°C), p is the 

pressure in the blister, a is the radius of the blister (9.525 mm) and h is the thickness 

(0.042 mm for Gore MEA and 0.018 mm for Gore PEM).  The elastic modulus values 

were obtained using DMA long term stress relaxation instantaneous modulus values 

under dry conditions.  The initial maximum pressure for each sample was converted to its 

corresponding nominal maximum stress.  Figure 16 and 17 both show that the PEM 

samples at a given failure time (test time or number of cycles) have higher stresses than 
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the MEA samples at the same failure time.  Meaning MEA samples fail at lower stresses 

than PEM samples given a similar time frame.  For Fig. 16 and Fig. 17, the total time / 

number of cycles corresponds to the time / number of cycles at which 1/τ = 0.05 s-1 for 

each sample, or the leaking rate failure criteria described previously.

 
Figure 16: Comparison between Gore PEM and MEA at 90°C under various cycling. 
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Figure 17: Comparison between Gore PEM and MEA at 90°C under various cycling. 

 
Comparison between various MEA cycling ratios 

In Fig. 16 and Fig. 17, we illustrated the nominal maximum stress versus the total 

time / number of cycles required for leaking failure (defined as 1/τ = 0.05 s-1).  The 

results in this case do not appear to arrange themselves in any particular order.  As an 

alternative way of examining the data, we considered the possibility that only the net time 

of loading (pressurization) influenced the failures.  Thus, the MEA data in Fig. 16 and 

Fig. 17 are replotted in Fig. 18 as a function of net time at loading before failure.  When 

the data are presented in this fashion, we see a clear trend: samples with short 

pressurization periods and long recovery periods (4-200 s and 4-20 s) tend to fail much 

sooner than samples with long pressurization periods and short recovery periods (20-4 s 

and 200-4 s).  The other series with equal pressurization and recovery periods (4-4 s, 20-

20 s and 100-100 s) fall somewhere in-between.  A possible explanation is that samples 

with short pressurization and long recovery tend to maintain higher stresses longer than 
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samples with long pressurization and short recovery.  With the long recovery periods, the 

membrane is effectively stiffer, resulting in a larger radius of curvature in the pressurized 

state and a correspondingly higher stress level.  This results in leaking occurring sooner 

in short pressurization samples than in long pressurization samples.  Again, the other 

sample series with equal pressurization and recovery times fall somewhere in-between. 

 
Figure 18: Comparison of various cycling ratios using leaking rate failure criteria. 

 
Bubble point testing data 

The bubble point testing performed on failed specimens has shown that for the 

MEA blister fatigue tests, the samples subjected to short pressurization and long recovery 

samples tend to leak near the center of the blisters (where the stress is expected to be the 

largest, and equal biaxial), while the long pressurization and short recovery samples tend 

to leak along the edges of the blisters (where the stresses are expected to be smaller and 

more uniaxial).  Samples with equal pressurization and recovery periods tend to initiate 

leaks across the pressurized blister region.  To illustrate this behavior, images of this 
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bubble point testing behavior are shown in Fig. 19, Fig. 20, and Fig. 21 for samples with 

long pressurization and short recovery, equal pressurization and recovery, and short 

pressurization and long recovery, respectively.  In these figures, the 19-mm diameter 

circle corresponds roughly to the outer edge of the blister during the fatigue tests (the 

“grip” region).  By using a larger diameter opening in the bubble point testing, we can 

identify leaks that occur in this region as well as in the center region.

 
Figure 19: A characteristic bubble point test image of MEA at 90 °C. 
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Figure 20: A characteristic bubble point test image of MEA at 90 °C. 

 

 
Figure 21: A characteristic bubble point test image of MEA at 90 °C.
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FESEM imaging of MEA 

In an effort to gain a greater understanding of the failure progression in the MEA, 

FESEM imaging of the as-received MEA was conducted.  Typical images of the 

electrode cracks (“mud cracks”) are shown in Fig. 22.  In this figure, the grayish, dark 

regions in the images are the mud cracks present in the electrode layers of the MEA from 

the manufacturing process.  The lighter, white regions correspond to the catalyst region.  

The mud cracks appear to cut all the way through the catalyst layers and terminate at the 

interface between the electrode layer and membrane.  No membrane cracks were found 

under the mud cracks in the as-received samples.  In Fig. 23 and Fig. 24, FESEM images 

of MEA samples tested at 90 °C under 20-20 s cycling are shown.  While the as-received 

images show no membrane cracks present within the mud cracks, the two images of 

tested MEA show that there are membrane cracks within the mud cracks.  These cracks 

show visible fibrils that are likely from the expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (e-PTFE) 

reinforcement layer in Gore MEA.  In addition, these smaller cracks that develop within 

the mud cracks occur in the general location where leaking was observed to occur in 

bubble point testing.  This observation, in conjunction with the shorter lifetimes observed 

for the MEA samples in comparison with the bare membrane samples, suggests that the 

mud cracks present in MEA act as stress concentration sites leading to cracking in the 

membrane itself and subsequent leaking.
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Figure 22: Image of mud crack in as-received MEA sample. 

 

 
Figure 23: Image of damage within mud crack in MEA sample tested at 90 °C under 20-

20 s cycling. 
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Figure 24: Image of damage within mud crack in MEA sample tested at 90 °C under 20-

20 s cycling. 
 

Discussion of results and conclusions 

Biaxial fatigue tests were conducted on MEA samples using a volume-controlled 

blister geometry.  The results from these tests indicate that MEA samples begin to leak 

under lower stresses than membrane samples at the same time till failure.  In addition, 

data collected for various duty cycles indicates that the net time at load as well as the 

recovery period are both important factors influencing the leaking within MEA.  

However, the mechanisms that determine leak location relative to duty cycle are not 

understood at this time and need to be investigated further.  The correlation with number 

of fatigue cycles was less evident than that of net time at load.  A simple model was 

developed to characterize the rate of leaking during the tests.  Post leaking bubble point 

testing was then used to identify leaking sites.  FESEM imaging of the general areas 

around these leaking sites show that small cracks initiate within larger “mud cracks” 
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present in the catalyst layers of MEA.  This, along with the lower stresses at failure 

observed for the MEA samples in comparison with the bare membranes, leads to the 

conclusion that the mud cracks are acting as stress concentrators that lead to premature 

failures.  Further testing is needed to confirm these results and to determine the 

mechanisms and causes for leaking of MEA samples in relatively short periods of time 

compared to PEM samples. 
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Chapter 3: Fatigue Behavior of Membranes 

Abstract 

Mechanical fatigue testing has shown that MEAs (membrane electrode 

assemblies) fail at smaller stresses than PEMs (proton exchange membranes) at 

comparable failure times.  These smaller stresses can be attributed to the presence of mud 

cracks in the catalyst layers acting as stress concentrators.  Fatigue testing of MEAs has 

shown that smaller-scale cracking occurs in the membrane within these mud cracks, 

leading to leaking and the failure of the membrane.  In addition, this testing of MEAs has 

further established that the cycle pattern, which affects the viscoelastic behavior of the 

membranes, has a significant effect on the relative lifetime of the MEA.  To elucidate the 

viscoelastic behavior of the MEA based on these results, testing was conducted using a 

DMA to determine the stress relaxation behavior of the membrane.  This data was then 

used in a FEA program (ABAQUS™) to determine its effect on the mechanical behavior 

of the MEA.  A linear damage accumulation model used the ABAQUS™ results to 

predict lifetimes of the membrane in the MEAs.  The models showed that under volume-

controlled loading, the stress decays with time and the stress dropped towards the edges 

of the blisters.  The lifetimes of the MEAs varied depending on the cycling pattern 

applied.  This is important for understanding failure mechanisms of MEAs under fatigue 

loading, and will help the fuel cell industry in designing membranes that better withstand 

imposed hygrothermal stresses experienced during typical operating conditions. 

Keywords: Fuel cells, membranes, mechanical behavior, fatigue lifetimes, failure, blister 

test, membrane electrode assembly, MEA, catalyst layer, electrode cracks, viscoelasticity, 

stress relaxation, DMA, FEA, ABAQUS™ 
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Introduction 

 Volume controlled blister fatigue testing has shown that mud cracks introduce 

stress concentrations which cause MEAs to fail at lower stresses compared to bare 

membranes.  The mechanical testing has also shown that the pressurized cycling pattern 

has a significant effect on the time of failure as well as the location of the failure sites 

within the blisters.  To obtain a better understanding of these behaviors, the viscoelastic 

(time-dependent) behavior of the MEAs was determined using a DMA.  This viscoelastic 

response of the MEAs was then inputted into an ABAQUS™ model to analyze stresses, 

strains and displacements in the membranes during mechanical fatigue testing.  Using the 

ABAQUS™ stresses, a linear damage accumulation (LDA) model was developed to 

determine MEA lifetimes.  Comparing these predicted LDA lifetimes with experimental 

results will help to develop a more complete understanding of mechanical fatigue 

behavior of the MEAs. 

Experimental procedure – Viscoelastic testing 

A TA Instruments Q800 DMA was used to run stress relaxation tests on MEA 

samples.  The samples were cut to dimensions 5-7 mm wide by 18-22 mm long with a 

thickness of 0.042 mm.  The testing procedure used to develop master curves under stress 

relaxation consisted of equilibrating at a temperature and holding for 30 minutes, 

undergoing loading for 3 minutes and then ramping up to the next test temperature.  The 

test temperatures ranged from 30 to 120 °C in 10 degree intervals.  All master curve tests 

were performed under dry air conditions using air piped in from a dry air cylindrical tank.  

The testing procedure used to develop long-term stress relaxation curves consisted of 

equilibrating at 90 °C and holding for 30 minutes and then undergoing loading for 5000 
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minutes.  The long-term tests were performed without piping in dry air since at 90 °C the 

ambient air is nominally dry.  Dry air conditions for testing were necessary to separate 

out the effects of humidity in order to focus attention solely on temperature.   The dry 

conditions also mimic the dry air conditions in the blister fatigue tests.  Also, a 

temperature of 90 °C was used for long-term testing and as the reference temperature for 

all master curves since blister fatigue testing was conducted at this temperature.  The 

viscoelastic information obtained from the DMA will be used for modeling. 

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis 

In Fig. 25, both time-temperature super-position (TTSP) stress relaxation master 

curves and long term stress relaxation curves are plotted.  The long term curves differ 

from the TTSP curves only at long times where the long term curves appear to reach a 

plateau.  The two low modulus TTSP curves have gaps in them due to sudden and 

unexpected drops in modulus at 100 °C and 110 °C.  These modulus drops are 

represented in the shift factor plots shown in Fig.26.  These stress relaxation curves are 

being used to describe the material properties of Gore MEAs in a model, including the 

model described later in this chapter. 
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Figure 25: Five TTSP stress relaxation master curves and two long term stress relaxation 

curves all from seven different samples of Gore MEA referenced at 90 °C under dry 
conditions. 

 

 
Figure 26: Shift factor plots for the TTSP stress relaxation master curves of Gore MEA 

from Fig. 25. 
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ABAQUS™ modeling and linear damage accumulation analysis 

An analytical model was developed to calculate the expected volumes and 

pressures generated during blister fatigue testing.  A schematic of this approach is shown 

in Fig. 27.  The ideal gas law was applied in order to calculate the pressures and volumes.  

Four equations were used to calculate the volumes in the blister chambers.  The volume 

of the blister as a function of pressure was estimated using the Hencky solution for the 

displacement of a blister to solve for volume as in eqn. (1).  This results in the expression 

in eqn. (2).  In eqn. (2), ‘a’ is the radius of the blister; ‘p’ is the pressure; ‘E’ is Young’s 

modulus and ‘h’ is the blister thickness.  The volume-controlled blister fixture contains 

tubing that connects the block itself to pressure sensors for each of the chambers.  Thus, a 

volume for these lines is needed and is estimated in eqn. (3) using the radii and lengths of 

the different sized tubing composing these lines.  The volume in each of the chambers, 

represented by eqn. (4), is calculated based on the volume of a cylinder.  The overall 

volume [eqn. (5)] is the summation of the three previously described volumes where Vline 

is constant, Vchamber drops when the piston is raised during testing and Vblister changes over 

time during testing depending on the pressures applied. 
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Figure 27: Schematic of analytical model of blister volumes and pressures. 

 
(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The results of this analytical model are shown in Table 2 for the largest and smallest 

piston displacements (7.541 mm and 5.159 mm).  The resulting analytical pressures are 

represented by Panal while the pressures seen experimentally are represented by Pexp. 

Table 2: Analytical results based on piston displacements in volume-controlled blister 
fixture. 

 Vchamber (m
3) Vblister (m

3) Voverall (m
3) Panal (kPa) Pexp (kPa) 

7.54 mm 8.53E-06 4.04E-07 8.94E-06 19.79 19 

5.16 mm 9.21E-06 3.42E-07 9.55E-06 11.97 13 

 
A model was developed in ABAQUS™ to analyze the stresses, strains and 

displacements of blisters of Gore MEAs based on a constant-volume pressurization of 

these blisters over time [38, 40, 43, 44].  The constant volume was obtained using a 

piston element traveling a prescribed distance (a specified amplitude displacement in the 
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ABAQUS™ model) thus pressurizing the constrained blisters using a constant volume of 

air from underneath.  This is similar to the way the volume-controlled blister fixture 

operates.  The MEA blister was separated into three layers, catalyst-membrane-catalyst, 

where each layer has several nodes from the center towards the edge of the blisters where 

the stresses, strains and displacements were analyzed.  There were 2000 nodes for each of 

these three layers from the center to the edge.  All 6000 of the elements associated with 

these nodes were axisymmetric shells, SAX1.  The nodes in each of the three layers were 

tied together such that the displacements in the radial and thickness directions were the 

same for each layer.  The bulk modulus was assumed to be independent of time and ν0 = 

0.4 for each material.  Poisson’s ratio, ν, was allowed to change with time consistent with 

a constant bulk modulus.  Non-linear geometric analysis was conducted.  The catalyst 

layers were 12 µm thick while the inner membrane layer was 18 µm thick.  The 

ABAQUS™ model was symmetric with each layer having a 9.525 mm radius.  The 

loading was cycled under various patterns for 20 full cycles.  The cycling patterns of time 

under load vs. time under recovery were 4-200, 4-20, 4-4, 20-20, 100-100, 20-4 and 200-

4.  The displacements used to pressurize the MEAs were selected based on the total 

chamber volume in the ABAQUS™ model matching the total chamber volume plus the 

volume in the pressure sensor lines present in the volume-controlled blister experiments 

as described above.  The material properties of each layer of the MEA are defined by the 

long term stress relaxation curves described earlier, including deriving the catalyst layer 

properties based on MEA and PEM long term stress relaxation curves.  These long term 

stress relaxation curves are shown in Fig. 28.  The resulting ABAQUS™ stresses for a 4-

4 s fatigue test are shown in Fig. 29 – Fig. 32.  The in-plane principal catalyst layer 
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stresses for the loading portion of the fatigue cycle are shown in Fig. 29 while, the 

stresses during the recovery portion of the fatigue cycle are shown in Fig. 30.  The in-

plane principal membrane stresses for the loading portion of the fatigue cycle are shown 

in Fig. 31 while, the stresses during the recovery portion of the fatigue cycle are shown in 

Fig. 32.  The stresses in the catalyst layers are shown to be higher than those in the 

membrane.  While stresses in the catalyst layers are higher near the edges of the blister 

during recovery, the magnitude of the stresses during loading are higher by more than a 

factor of ten in the center of the blister.  The stresses in the membrane tend to be 

compressive during recovery and in tension during loading.  Figure 29 – Figure 32 also 

show that the stresses drop in magnitude during each fatigue cycle.  These resulting 

stresses in the membrane and catalyst layers were then used in a linear damage 

accumulation model (LDA) to calculate the lifetimes of the MEA assuming no cracks 

formed in the catalyst layers. 

 
Figure 28: Prony series curves used in ABAQUS™ model. 
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Figure 29: ABAQUS™ σ11 for catalyst layers during 4 s loading periods. 

 

 
Figure 30: ABAQUS™ σ11 for catalyst layers during 4 s recovery periods. 
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Figure 31: ABAQUS™ σ11 for membrane during 4 s loading periods. 

 

 
Figure 32: ABAQUS™ σ11 for membrane during 4 s recovery periods. 

 
In this LDA model, we assume that failure occurs as a result of the accumulation 

of damage during the time spent at a particular stress level.  To implement the model, we 

calculate the damage that develops during a single cycle as eqn. (6) 
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(6) 

where the time-to-failure as a function of the current stress level is estimated as eqn. (7) 

[38]. 

(7) 

The accumulated damage is then summed over each cycle until failure is predicted to 

occur (when the total damage is equal to unity).  In practice, the stress analysis is 

performed for the first twenty cycles, and then it is assumed that the stresses for all 

subsequent cycles are equal to those for the twentieth cycle.  The resulting damage 

accumulation expression is eqn. (8). 

(8) 

Equation (8) is then solved for the number of cycles to failure, N. 

Predictions developed using this model as well as the experimental data for 7.541 

mm, 6.746 mm, 5.953 mm and 5.159 mm piston displacements are shown in Fig. 33 and 

Fig. 34.  Figure 33 represents lifetime in terms of the number of cycles until failure while 

Fig. 34 represents lifetime in terms of the net time under load until failure.  In Fig. 33 and 

Fig. 34, the predicted lifetimes are plotted versus the experimental lifetimes, so that 

predictions perfectly in agreement with the data would fall along the line of perfect 

agreement.  In Fig. 33 and Fig. 34, we see that the predicted lifetimes are much greater 

than the experimental lifetimes.  This finding is not surprising given the presence of the 

cracks in the catalyst layers.  The challenge, of course, is to develop a reasonable means 

to incorporate these cracks into the lifetime prediction analysis.  As a first engineering 

estimate, an effective stress is calculated using the force resultants involving stresses in 
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both the membrane and catalyst layers and then discounting the catalyst layers by 

dividing by the membrane layer thickness as shown in eqn. (9). 

(9) 

In eqn. (9), m refers to the membrane layer while c refers to the catalyst layers.  

This effective stress is then used in the LDA analysis.  This modified stress assumes that 

there are large mud cracks throughout the catalyst layers thus entirely discounting the 

catalyst layers’ ability to bear any of the loads within the MEA.  Lifetimes calculated in 

this fashion are shown in Fig. 35 and Fig. 36.  In these figures, the data points are 

consistently well below the perfect agreement line.  This suggests that the LDA analysis 

using the effective stresses over predicts the effects of mud cracks, or damage in the 

catalyst layers.  It also suggests that the actual state of the MEAs lies somewhere in-

between these two extreme cases. 

m

c
cm

t
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Figure 33: LDA vs. experimental lifetime results based on membrane ABAQUS™ 

stresses with no degradation in catalyst layers. 
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Figure 34: LDA vs. experimental lifetime results based on membrane ABAQUS™ 

stresses with no degradation in catalyst layers. 
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Figure 35: LDA vs. experimental lifetime results based on both membrane and catalyst 

layer ABAQUS™ stresses and discounting the catalyst layers during analysis. 
 

 
Figure 36: LDA vs. experimental lifetime results based on both membrane and catalyst 

layer ABAQUS™ stresses and discounting the catalyst layers during analysis. 
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Discussion of results and conclusions 

The ABAQUS™ stress analysis based on the membrane stresses did not match up 

well with experimental work.  This mismatch that was caused by an assumption of no 

cracks in the catalyst layers resulted in model lifetimes significantly off experimentally 

determined lifetimes.  This means that a more accurate prediction of lifetimes that 

incorporates mud cracks in the catalyst layers and the resulting stress / strain 

concentrations was needed.  An engineering estimate was used to determine an effective 

stress to input into the LDA model.  This engineering estimate assumed that large mud 

cracks existed throughout the membrane thus effectively discounting the catalyst layers’ 

ability to bear any load.  The MEAs in actuality have mud cracks present in the catalyst 

layers before testing and fail in the localized regions within these mud cracks.  The MEA 

catalyst layers also are able to bear load due to the relative low density of mud cracks 

present in the as-received state.  This means that a more accurate prediction of lifetimes 

that better incorporates the true presence of mud cracks within the catalyst layers and the 

resulting stress / strain concentrations is needed.  The models do show that the lifetimes 

of Gore MEA vary depending on the cycling pattern applied similar to what the 

experimental results have shown. 
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Chapter 4: Overall Conclusions 

Summary of results and their implications 

Volume-controlled blister fixture testing has shown that MEA samples fail at 

smaller stresses than PEM samples under the same times till failure.  The cycling pattern 

or duty cycle has a significant effect on the fatigue lifetimes of Gore MEAs.  MEA 

samples under 4-200 s and 4-20 s cycling fail first followed by 4-4 s and 20-20 s cycled 

samples and then 20-4 s, 100-100 s and 200-4 s cycled samples.  Failure sites also tended 

to vary based upon the duty cycle.  MEA samples that underwent short loading relative to 

recovery failed at the center of the blisters.  MEA samples that underwent long loading 

relative to recovery failed near the edges of the blisters.  MEA samples that underwent 

equal loading and recovery tended to fail both at the center and near the edges of the 

blisters.  SEM images have shown that ionomer cracks exist within catalyst layer mud 

cracks in these regions.  This suggests that the catalyst layer mud cracks have a 

significant effect on the lifetimes of MEAs and that the duty cycle affects where and 

when failures occur within the membranes. 

Viscoelastic tests were conducted to determine the time-dependent nature of the 

mechanical behavior of MEAs.  The viscoelastic data was used to conduct ABAQUS™ 

stress analysis on the MEAs three-layered structure of catalyst-membrane-catalyst.  

These ABAQUS™ stresses were then inputted into a LDA model to determine MEA 

lifetimes and compare them to experimentally determined lifetimes.  The results showed 

that LDA lifetimes based on ABAQUS™ stresses, calculated assuming no catalyst layer 

defects, tended to be far longer than MEA lifetimes seen experimentally.  This is 

inaccurate due to the fact that catalyst layers contain several mud cracks in their as-
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received state.  An engineering estimate was conducted where an effective stress was 

calculated and inputted into the LDA analysis.  This assumed large mud cracks existed 

throughout the catalyst layers effectively discounting their ability to bear load within the 

MEAs.  This resulted in the LDA analysis predicting lifetimes much shorter than MEA 

lifetimes seen experimentally.  Thus, a more accurate LDA analysis is needed to better 

represent the true state of MEAs and predict more accurate MEA lifetimes.  

Unfortunately, the LDA analysis with ABAQUS™ stresses also does not shine any 

further light on why the failure sites change depending on the duty cycle. 

Future direction of subsequent research 

Further research is needed to determine the cause of some key observations.  The 

reason beyond the migration of leak sites due to different duty cycles is not clearly 

understood.  ABAQUS™ stress analysis has shown higher stresses near the edges of the 

blister during recovery.  However, there magnitudes are not significantly higher than 

stresses in the center of the blister during loading to contribute to failures near the edge.  

Further stress analysis work is needed to examine the stresses (and possibly strains) 

throughout MEA blisters during loading.  The LDA analysis can be improved using such 

techniques as including stress concentrations due to catalyst layer mud cracks and 

including both the stress history based on the number of cycles and the stress history 

based on test times in determining lifetimes.  Thus, both lifetimes based on cycling as 

well as the net time under load were shown in the LDA vs. experimental lifetime plots 

(Fig. 33 - Fig. 36).  These show that the best agreement between LDA lifetimes and 

experimental lifetimes might exist as a combination of the number of cycles and net time 

under load results.  These figures also show that while the catalyst layers are not 
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completely free of defects, they do not contain so many mud cracks that the load-bearing 

capability of the catalyst layers can be completely dismissed.  Another avenue that needs 

to be pursued is to examine how duty cycles are affecting PEM lifetimes by testing PEM 

samples using the volume-controlled blister fixture under 4-200 s, 4-20 s, 4-4 s, 20-20 s, 

100-100 s, 20-4 s and 200-4 s cycling.  This will help determine if the duty cycle effects 

the location of failure as well as the lifetime duration of PEM samples similarly to that of 

MEA samples under the same test conditions. 
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